Executive Summary
The City of St. Louis Planning & Urban Design Agency (PDA) is tasked with developing Neighborhood Plans
throughout the City of St. Louis. In order to complete this task, PDA Staff leads the efforts to produce a process for
community-driven neighborhood planning for all areas of the City over the next several years.
Early in this process, this initial effort was informed by research on St. Louis previous planning efforts, other city
case studies, innovative practices, and conversations with organizations and individuals who work directly with
communities and residents in a variety of arenas. Additionally, these efforts are guided with the imperative focus to
plan equitably with residents and implement a strategy with community buy-in and to reduce further harm of past
planning practices.
This outcome of these efforts led to the 3-part Neighborhood Planning Strategy. Part One looks at the planning in
the past and case studies. Part Two synthesizes the engagement and conversations. Part Three provides the
neighborhood planning process and the Neighborhood Areas Map. The Neighborhood Areas Map (formerly called
Neighborhood Clusters) is a map that bundles neighborhoods into planning areas.
In June 2021, PDA Staff released the 3-part draft strategy for public comment, review and feedback and took the
draft on a neighborhood “Roadshow”. PDA goals for the Roadshow were to bring awareness of the planning effort
to residents and to have them inform the planning process.
Throughout the duration of the Roadshow, PDA Staff engaged with residents, Neighborhood Associations, locally
based civic organizations, and attendees of community events such as pop-ups held in various neighborhoods.
Staff gathered feedback through phone calls, emails, in-person conversations, presentations and group
discussions, and online surveys. Residents were encouraged to provide feedback on the strategy and
Neighborhood Areas Map, what they think should be include for a successful and community-driven planning
process, and how they would like to be engaged further in these planning efforts. Furthermore, residents shared
their desires and needs for their communities.
This report summarizes the Roadshow, the three-month long outreach and feedback period on the initial drafted
strategy. The first segment, Residential Engagement Profile, gives an overview of who was reached and who
provided input during this period. The second segment, Neighborhood Areas Map Feedback, provides the input on
the bundling of neighborhoods into planning areas. The third segment, Strategy Feedback & Themes, relates what
residents expressed to PDA staff regarding the draft strategy and themes heard. Planning Staff has also provided
commentary and responses to residents’ questions and concerns that will be italicized in this report.
Revisions have been made to the Neighborhood Planning Strategy to include feedback received during the
Roadshow, and the red-line can be found on the City’s website here: . https://www.stlouismo.gov/government/departments/planning/planning/planning-commission/september-1-2021-planningcommission-meeting.cfm

Resident Engagement Profile
PDA Staff engaged with over 300 individuals during the months of June-August 2021 through presentations, oneon-one conversations, attending neighborhood meetings, community events, and collecting responses through our
online Google Forms. A snapshot of the organizations and individuals engaged can be seen in Figure 1.

Methodology
As a starting point to resident engagement on the strategy, Planning Staff reached out to all neighborhood
associations on the Invest STL: STL Neighborhood Organization Map and sent a personal request to attend their
meetings and present on the strategy and gather feedback. Through this process we also identified key persons or
organizations to contact who may not have been on the Invest STL: STL Neighborhood Organization Map by word
of mouth and/or neighborhood association leaders identifying other community leaders we should engage with.
Additionally, Civic Organizations such as St. Louis Association of Community Organizations (SLACO), Community
Builders Network (CBN), and the St. Louis Vacancy Collaborative (STLVC) were engaged to reach a broader
audience of residents and organizations. Staff attended multiple community events and intends on more community
engagement throughout the neighborhood planning initiative.
The table below is a snapshot of the organizations that were engaged on the neighborhood strategy. The map in
Figure 2 shows which neighborhoods engaged and where residents identified with.

Resident & Community Engagement Snapshot
Neighborhood Associations
Baden (ROBA)
Botanical Heights
Clayton-Tamm
Compton Heights
Covenant Blu-Grand
Center
Forest Park Southeast
Gate District East

Hyde Park
LaSalle Park
McKinley Heights
Mount Pleasant
Shaw
Soulard
St. Louis Place
Tiffany Community
Association

Civic Organizations
SLACO neighborhoods in
attendance included:
• Academy/Sherman Park
• Benton Park
• Benton Park West
• Fairground
• Hamilton Heights
• Kingsville
• Kingsway East
• North Hampton
• ROBA
• Shaw
• Skinker, Page, Union,
Delmar – SPUD
• Tower Grove South
• Walnut Park East
• West End Neighbors

CBN
• Community Engagement
Action Group
• Impacted Leaders
Vacancy Collaborative
• Reuse Working Group
• Stabilization
• Maintenance Demo
Working Group
Gravois Jefferson Historic
Neighborhood- Development
Review Committee
• Benton Park West
• Gravois Park
• Dutchtown

EVENTS
• 314 Blackwall Street
• Ethical Society of Police Back to School Extravaganza in O’Fallon Park
• Greater Ville Resource Fair
• Wellston Loop Back to School Fair
If your organization or neighborhood is not represented on this list and you wish to learn more about the
Neighborhood Planning Strategy, we encourage you to reach out to pda_planning@stlouis-mo.gov to schedule a
presentation and/or discussion.

Figure 2-Roadshow Neighborhood Geography Participants

Neighborhood Clusters/Areas Map Feedback
As part of the Strategy, PDA has proposed bundling all 79 neighborhoods into planning clusters to complete
Neighborhood Plans for all of St. Louis in the next 5-7 years. Due to feedback regarding concerns that planning by
clusters could affect the identity of each neighborhood, and a need to better communicate that while grouping
neighborhoods for a planning effort does not mean each neighborhood will not result in their own plan, the term
“cluster” has been retired and replaced with “areas”.
The initial strategy included a Neighborhood Areas Map where neighborhoods were paired together into 31 planning
areas based on keeping in mind common assets such as parks or commercial areas, bridging corridors, common
land use typologies, or pairing neighborhoods that have a higher need with those that do not in order to build on
strengths and build camaraderie between neighborhoods.
The feedback given on the neighborhood areas primarily focused on pairings, how neighborhoods can be arranged,
and what it means to be paired in a neighborhood planning area. A summary of the feedback is listed below.

Initial Cluster Map

Alternative Pairing Suggestions*
•

Kingsway East, Ville & Greater Ville. Existing collaborative relationship of the Kingsville Association. Areas
between Natural Bridge Ave, Page Blvd, Kingshighway Blvd and Vandeventer Ave feel like one area.

•

Kingsway West, Wells Goodfellow & Hamilton Heights. Kingshighway Blvd splits the Kingsways.

•

Penrose, Fairground, O’Fallon, College Hill. West Florissant Ave is a major neighborhood thoroughfare and
so is Natural Bridge on the north side that connects neighborhoods.

•

Botanical Heights & Tiffany. Botanical Heights and Tiffany host and engage in community activities together.

•

Tiffany, Botanical Heights, The Gate District. Similar area and communication.

•

Gate District with Lafayette Square, Tiffany, Compton Heights, Botanical Heights.

Midtown has

Interstate 64-40 and rail yards separating.
•

McKinley Heights, Fox Park, Benton Park, & Lafayette Square. Jefferson Ave is an opportunity to bridge
Fox Park and McKinley Heights. Would consider Soulard.

•

Shaw, Botanical Heights & Tiffany. Prior to the construction of Interstate 44, Tiffany, Botanical Heights and
Shaw were essentially one neighborhood.

•

Compton Heights, Shaw, Fox Park, Tower Grove East. Compton Heights and Shaw interactions.

•

Southwest Gardens & The Hill. There are similarities between neighborhoods. The Southwest Gardens
Schnucks on Arsenal is referenced as the “Schnucks on the Hill”.

•

Tower Grove East & Tower Grove South. Both neighborhoods flank Tower Grove Park from the south and
east. Both neighborhoods contains South Grand Business District. When people say Tower Grove, they ask
which one.

•

Bevo Mill, Boulevard Heights, & Holly Hills. Building on the common asset of Carondelet Park.

•

Patch with Carondelet, Boulevard Heights, & Holly Hills. Building on the common asset of Carondelet
Park.

•

The Hill, Cheltenham, King Oak, & Southwest Garden. Due to a greater sense of identity between
neighborhoods. Hampton Ave separates The Hill from Clifton Heights.

•

Academy, West End & Visitation Park. Existing collaboration efforts, more so than other areas.

•

Marine Villa, Gravois Park. Broadway exit from Interstate 55. Travels more south and west instead of north
towards Benton Park & McKinley Heights.

*The suggested pairings listed are those that came up the most frequently from feedback and one-on-on
conversations

Considerations
In addition to the cluster pairings themselves residents were encouraged to give feedback on the idea of clustering.
Here are reoccurring themes residents shared regarding the Neighborhood Cluster Map. Planning staff has
provided responses to resident comments below in italics.
Careful in planning in clusters due to preset neighborhood cultures and lifestyles, loss of identity.
Throughout the Neighborhood Planning Strategy “Roadshow,” the Planning staff identified that the term “Cluster”
gave the impression that neighborhoods would be fused together and become a new neighborhood. The term
cluster did not resonate well with residents and better words were identified that align with the intention behind
“clustering” neighborhoods. It also became clear that more explanation was needed on the effects of grouping
neighborhoods. Staff has updated the term to “planning areas” rather than planning clusters, and updated the report
to ensure it is clear of what it means to be in a neighborhood planning area with other neighborhoods. This includes
clarity that as part of the process each neighborhood gets 1) their own individual neighborhood plan, and 2) assigned
the same Neighborhood Planner, 3) undergoes the process at the same time with overlapping elements only where
it
makes
sense.
Accounting for planning with the number of people in each cluster, i.e. areas with larger populations versus
smaller
Planning staff has considered pairing neighborhoods or reducing area sizes dependent on the number of residents
in the area, however while this makes sense in some areas, other areas with relatively lower populations need more
intense and intentional engagement and strategies, therefore it makes most sense to keep these areas small.
Given the feedback, the new Neighborhood Planning Areas Map is presented on the next page.

Planning Strategy Feedback & Themes
Accessibility
To meet the needs of all St. Louisans, questions and comments arose on the accessibility of the Neighborhood
Planning during feedback review period and during the planning process. Clarity is needed on how planning will be
accessible for people with physical disabilities and limited English proficiency.
• PDA has purchased a translator that can assist in conversational language translation
• PDA will develop engagement strategies based on those living in the neighborhoods being engaged, and
seek out various cultures and encourage members to provide feedback
• Groups that cater to people with physical disabilities and limited English proficiency, and immigrant
communities will be identified and outreached to, such as a chamber of commerce or community group
• Website and online media functions will allow for translation of online and engagement content
• Two members of the Planning Staff speak Spanish and additional translation services could be acquired
should the need arise based on the population of the neighborhoods being engaged
• At various times through the planning process, door hangers are available to reach each household for
greater information on the process and other medias will be used such as videos and recordings with closed
captioning abilities

Neighborhood Planning Affect “Me” & what are the Benefits & Relevant Issues
Several residents commented the Neighborhood Planning Strategy did not clearly state how neighborhood planning
would affect them and their neighbors. They understood a vision would be set long term goals for their
neighborhood, but were not clear on what aspects of their lives would be affected in the short term. For instance,
the following concerns arose during conversations and online feedback.
Crime- How does the strategy/ neighborhood planning address crime in lower income neighborhoods?
Neighborhood plans can address and provide a framework in addressing crime in various ways. There are multiple
theories as to why crimes occur, however, a plan can create strategies and action items that would guide
implementing
partners
on
putting
resources
where
needed.
One possible contributor of crime is the lack of resources in an area that provide opportunities for people to thrive.
Planning seeks to identify opportunities and resources residents’ need and desire. It will also inform land use,
policies, and activities that encourage and sustain proper land use based on what the community wishes to see. As
there is no shortage of vacant buildings, which can fester criminal activity, neighborhood planning can focus on
repurpose and reclamation of these vacant areas for community use and opportunities that would lead to positive
community interactions.
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) seeks to design buildings, streets, and the outdoor
environment to have more defensible spaces, and generate more positive activity space, thus lessening areas that
invite crime. These principles can be incorporated into strategies such as for development review.
Engagement during the neighborhood planning process will involve communicating and knowledge sharing
between residents, Neighborhood Improvement Specialist, Police, and organizations involved with responding to
needs, among others. Neighborhood planning is a platform for communication for understanding how these
activities work together to impact levels of crime.

Development- How would proposed developments (i.e. housing, infrastructure) of a completed neighborhood plan
come to life?
Some limited seed funding for neighborhood planning implementation has been provided by the Economic
Development Tax to assist with plan implementation. The allocation method has yet to be determined but will be
based on the priorities identified in neighborhood plans.
This process will require breaking down silos. During the community-led planning process, PDA Staff will converse
with other agencies, seeking an understanding of neighborhood desires and needs. Additionally, implementation
strategies will have an action plan, committed partners, and identified source(s) or a roadmap to funding sources.
Post-adoption, the neighborhood plans will communicate to city agencies and partner organizations, the future they
can help bring to life.
Topics- What does the Neighborhood Planning Strategy intend to cover and how does that impact my individual
household? Is the Plan meant to cover streets, address public safety, and increase revenue?
The Neighborhood Planning Strategy addresses many topics that make up and are prioritized by a neighborhood.
In the strategy we have listed those that are primary and would have a whole chapter dedicated to the topic,
secondary topics that are most important to residents (i.e. streets, education, etc), and other catalytic projects.
People- The Neighborhood Plan needs to provide solutions and strategies that focus on people (e.g. job training,
community centers, healthy activities for kids).
A neighborhood does not exist without the people who care for and live there long term. Plans will address and
include partners and citywide strategies that focus on solutions for people (i.e. Equity Indicator Report, St. Louis
Economic Development Framework). The Neighborhood Plan will result in an understanding of the resources and
services each neighborhood needs to offer residents and families to in turn, support their own community, grow into
opportunities, and ultimately reinvest in the community for long term stability. This would result in people, agencies,
and organizations proactively working towards creating a neighborhood and services for people to thrive rather than
being reactive to the circumstances people face today.

Integration with Schools & Younger Population
Residents found opportunities for youth and structured programming and safe spaces crucial for their needs and
development. Residents noted urgency for youth engagement during this process, as adults do not always
comprehend the needs of young adults and children. The urgency also focused on how the current environment
kids grow up with limited opportunities to fully develop as contributing citizens.. Furthermore, there are calls for
greater school and education integration and consideration to appeal to young people.
Staff is aware that planning is sometimes done without including the voice of young people. As we embark on the
process, youth engagement components are imbedded in various phases and youth are given the opportunity to
be a part of the planning committee, and schools are deemed as a partner.
Vacancies, housing, transportation, food security, income and job access, education, and access to healthcare all
influence how communities and especially youth develop. As the community identifies the priorities of their plan,
improvements upon each topic addressed, will have positive impact on youth opportunities, and thus positive
outcomes increase.

Transparency
Residents would like to understand more in-depth how this planning effort is different from other City practices.
Many residents expressed frustration with the current processes that garner development in our City. Residents
that are able to do work in their communities and bring investment have found it difficult to work with the City or the
projects denied without reasonable cause.
Residents also expressed a desire for a public budget for the Neighborhood Planning Initiative to understand how
and to whom implementation funds are to be allocated, and the source of funds for the planning process. A
perspective emerged that the majority of development funds are out-of-reach for residents, that dollars and
incentives are distributed to the people and developers outside the neighborhood who make decisions in the
neighborhood for the sake of money, while the same courtesy is not offered to invested and rooted community
members. Residents voiced opinions on development projects where unfulfilled promises exist and allocated funds
to repair buildings seem to have gone amiss. Some residents were adamant about the types of development sought
in their areas, citing many developments are deemed as “low-income” and that many are “lower-quality” and are
constructed not at the same quality as other places in the St. Louis region.
Residents expressed a need for a greater variety of stakeholders that truly represent them. The residents were
concerned that they were not engaged in the making of the Strategy document. Another concern was that a majority
of funds may go to a well-meaning local organization that does not speak for the entire community.
The makeup of the Residential Planning Committee purposely seeks to engage with residents that represent the
vast demographics and geographic areas of a community. Residents along with Staff will directly create and
approve the strategies, objectives and prioritizations of the Neighborhood Plans. The strategies, where applicable,
will provide data on existing conditions (where we are today), what success looks like, responsible actors, and
where funds could come from.

Implementation
There is a need for an organized and structured neighborhood association.
Residents may formulate neighborhood associations, business districts, and special interest committees to serve
community function. One output of the neighborhood plan is to strengthen residents’ capacity to sustain
neighborhood associations, and their collect special interests.
There is a need for resources and support of neighborhoods.
The Neighborhood Planning initiative provides implementation funding.
The goal of having so many people’s voices heard and vetted through the process is for information sharing and
understanding of the future of the neighborhood to city agencies and third parties. The goal in understanding the
direction of the neighborhood is to layer funding sources for more successful project implementation.
Comments were received regarding the comprehensive focus, the collective vision and desired outcomes of the
city as a whole.
A comprehensive focus has been added the generally speaks to the direction of the city. Each neighborhood is
either above or below the desired outcomes. Outcomes of the neighborhood plan would be to increase the
successful outcomes. On a neighborhood scale, this may look at precise geographic locations.
The expression of in five years from now, if the plan does not come to fruition, then what?
Speak to the accountability to the residents input expressed in the finished neighborhood plans.

Post-plan adoption, a methodology will be developed to track progress of plan implementation. Other cities have
already begun to develop these types of tools, such as websites or reports; some research will be done to determine
who will be the appropriate entity to do this, what it will look like, and how frequently it will be updated. This could
include how the neighborhood plan has progressed, which parties and activities helped the accomplishments, and
understand reasons for these accomplishments and consider how to enhance the strategies. For those strategies
and objectives not being met, there needs to be an understanding as to why, engage the responsible parties, and
consider how to enhance or pivot the strategies to meet the ultimate vision the neighborhood wishes to see realized.
While aspects of implementation will be dependent on many partners identified throughout the planning process,
including residents, it is important to begin with the end in mind to ensure that implementation is possible. For this
reason, the City aims to complete all plans across the City within 5-7 years in order to be able to return to the plans
that were completed at the start of the program and identify hurdles, re-assess priorities, and update plans
accordingly. This will ensure that plans can remain relevant and become a part of St. Louis community development
culture informed by the neighborhood local businesses and residents.

In the Meantime, for Neighborhoods
Residents engaged through the feedback “Roadshow” were generally cautiously optimistic. Folks are looking for
ways to ensure their neighborhood is prepared and poised for success! The following comments and questions
were asked:
• What are we asking Residents to do in the meantime if neighborhood planning is not coming their way
immediately?
• Consider a toolbox to educate residents of what is possible.
• Yearly events that bring together neighborhoods to showcase activities and learn from each other.
Staff has found, through research, other cities that have been able to provide educational resources to residents
who are interested in learning about planning, the tools that are available to planners, and the processes that
government can use to guide development and/or allocation of resources. Baltimore, for example, has instituted a
Planning Academy whereby a certain number of residents are able to attend weekly classes taught by planners
and development and organizational partners. Additionally, all materials are hosted online including recordings of
the courses to ensure they are accessible to anyone who is interested.
This may be a model that is of interest and feasible within the City of St. Louis, however, additional resources may
be needed to ensure staff is able to devote adequate time to neighborhood planning and existing planning duties
and responsibilities. Partner organizations that have expressed an interest in working with staff to develop this
program include UMSL Extension and InvestSTL.

Other Ways Residents Can Be Involved
There has been a great interest from residents to be highly engaged in the planning process; so much so that there
may be, in some neighborhoods, more residents who want to be highly engaged in the planning process than those
that could be randomly selected to be on their Neighborhood Planning Committee. It is therefore imperative that
staff develop one or more OTHER ways that residents can be involved in the planning process that would be value
added to the plan and planning process.
Staff has done some research and developed the following additional potential roles:
• Plan Ambassadors
• Neighborhood Focus Topic Experts
• Plan Volunteers

Plan Ambassadors will promote the neighborhood plan, events, and outreach efforts to other community members.
Plan Ambassadors represent a diverse range of demographics and communities and would tap into those networks.
The Plan Ambassadors make the Neighborhood’s social capital grow.
Neighborhood Focus Topic Experts are those residents who care about a particular topic and are more likely to
engage on that topic in addition to being involved in the overall process. Neighborhood Focus Topic Experts will be
involved in various steps in the planning process; however, their focus is tailored to the specific topic.
Plan Volunteers will be a dependable group of City residents who donate time to help pull off neighborhood functions
and activities. Plan Volunteers may assist with discussing a certain segment of a plan during an open house to
others and may help facilitate events and engagement activities.

Neighborhood Plans vs Comprehensive Plan
Residents expressed a need to clarify the difference in neighborhood plans versus comprehensive plans and
approach.
Neighborhood plans allow communities of people who live, work, or recreate in an area, to communicate as to what
is appropriate to fit their lifestyles within their boundaries. Neighborhood plans empower neighborhoods to prioritize
development and resources that need their needs. Neighborhood plans provide concise action strategies and
polices tailored for specific geographic areas and allows for greater responsibility and benefit to the community.
This neighborhood planning process would help to inform the comprehensive plan. Policies that have proven
successes over the course of many would conceivable evolve into citywide comprehensive policies. Themes
covered in neighborhood plans connect into a larger framework of various initiatives and services and can tap into
those larger resources as well as the neighborhood planning implementation funds, which are limited but available
as seed dollars. The Strategic Land Use Plan (SLUP) of the St. Louis Comprehensive Plan assigns land use
designations that indicate what future development focus is intended for each block in the City. The identified land
designations in each neighborhood plan will inform the SLUP.

CONCLUSIONDuring the Roadshow, Staff presented to St. Louis residents and organizations the up-and-coming city planning
initiative to cover all neighborhoods over several years. Residents were able to take the first look at the
Neighborhood Planning Strategy and discussed with Staff their perspectives, desires and experiences for the
planning process. Over the 3-month period, PDA staff engaged with over 300 people from 46 of 79 neighborhoods
through means of conversations, presentations, and surveys. Generally, people were cautiously optimistic for the
opportunity of neighborhood planning. Residents have voiced they are ready and willing to partner with the City for
change that leads to a healthy future. Overall, Staff has received critical feedback regarding the paring of
neighborhoods, implementation measures, inclusionary measures, accountability, and perceived challenges.
Revisions have been made to the Neighborhood Planning Strategy to include feedback received during the
Roadshow, and the red-line can be found on the City’s website here: . https://www.stlouismo.gov/government/departments/planning/planning/planning-commission/september-1-2021-planningcommission-meeting.cfm
Revisions, to name a few, include clarification for the overarching goals, expansion of the stakeholder engagement
(which now includes the Roadshow), a means for people with disabilities or limited English proficiency to stay
engaged, implementation measures, roles for neighborhood residents during the process, and youth and school
engagement and ownership. The Neighborhood Areas Map has also been updated to take into consideration the
feedback provided.
Furthermore, staff added suggestions for residents to build capacity and pre-engagement prior to the City beginning
the planning effort in their neighborhood, to the last page of the Strategy as this was a question heard frequently.
This Neighborhood Planning Strategy is intended to be a living breathing document that can evolve throughout the
planning process. Once the first neighborhood planning area is complete, the Strategy will evolve from experience
into a more refined process.

If you are reading this and have not been able to, but would like to provide feedback on the strategy, please do not
hesitate to contact us.

